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	Deep_Need: To know. You're dead. It's a choice you made to give you enough time to discover the deep knoweldge
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	Gaes_Faction_Type 1: [Bane]
	Gaes_Faction_Description 1: Stolen Life
	Gaes_Faction_Type 2: [Prohibition]
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	Gaes_Personal_Description: Short Circuit
	Name: Drew Sarru
	Title: 2 of Spades, Citizen
	Conspiracy: Pragmatiste
	Faction: Revenant
	Family: Sarru
	Tulpa: The Cyborg Mummy
	Arts: I Got No StringsYou’re not alive in the traditional sense. You’re something like a reanimated corpse, moving statue, perfect android, golem, or clockwork man. You do not have normal biological needs. You don’t need to breathe, eat, excrete, or sleep. However, nor do you have access to biological healing. You cannot take the normal heal action from resting and can only recover from the wounded condition through the use of arts, worship, or other magic.Revenant gain the benefits of the heal action also whenever they satisfy their faction craving.High SpeedYou can move faster than any mortal. You may cross two zones as a dramaticaction instead of one. By making a depletion check, you can turn on the speed and run fast enough to keep up with a racing car. During an action scene you may make a depletion check to move one zone before the players begin recording their goals and approaches.When a Sarru is destroyed but their phylactery remains intact, they return to life at the location of their phylactery as though they had used the Phoenix Rising art with all of the normal associated costs and timeframes.Dwarven BlueprintYou’ve gained a supernatural understanding of crafted objects, be theysimple, mechanical, or electronic devices. By instinct you can understand any device’s purpose, design, and find any failings or damage it has suffered. When attempting to build, repair, or destroy such a device, you may add ranks equal to half your highest Wisdom art as steps of advantage in those dramatic actions.
	Faction Benefits: Nightlife. The Revenant know all of the spots that are open after the sun goes down. They do not have trouble finding services or acquiring things that might normally be difficult to procure at night or because of their unusual appearance. In addition, the Revenant usually take control of the nightlife in their cities. A Revenant may call in favors once per their social rank per season in order to get access to or information about a nighttime operation, business, or gathering.
	Geasa: Craving: Stolen Life. If the stolen life only weakens their victim without doing permanent harm, such as drinking blood or stealing breath, it only satiates the Revenant for a single night. Permanent harm, including death, such as eating human organs, satisfies for [11 – balance] weeks.Prohibition: Vesta’s Curse. Revenant cannot cross the threshold of a human home without an invitation. This must be a person’s primary residence that they consider their home to restrict a Revenant. They may be invited in by any human standing on the other side of the threshold.Bane: Phylactery. Part of a Sarru’s soul is placed into an object of great personal importance to them when they are reanimated. Harm done to this container is considered baned harm done to the Sarru.Metamorphosis: Mummy’s Bandages. The Sarru have a skeletal, unsettling appearance. They suffer handicap on Charm based approaches when their off putting appearance plays a role.Bane: Short Circuit. Being submerged in water causes you to short out.


